The problem of the motion of a planet within a solar system which is itself in uniform motion with respect to an "absolute" space has been discussed from the time of Laplace up to shortly after the advent of Einstein's gravitational theory. The latest work seems to have been done by Lodge' and Eddington,' who conclude that the pre-relativity discrepancies between theory and observation are not explicable in terms of variability of mass with velocity of the planet.
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Apparently no one has thought of applying to gravitation the idea corresponding to that of effective charge which Lienard2 and Wiechert3 developed in electromagnetism. The application is simple; in order to determine the potential of a moving gravitating mass we proceed as follows:
The potential at any point 0 is given by the expression 4) = k f pdVe re integrated over the boundaries of the body, dVe and re being the "effective" volume and radius; the first is the element of volume in a fixed reference system within which each point of the moving element was located at the time when it gave rise to the potential existing at 0 at the slightly later time when the distance from the moving element to 0 is r, while re is the distance of the center of dVe from 0. Two distinct cases will be dealt with in determining the orbits; in the first it will be assumed that mass of planet is simply a constant independent of velocity and of direction of acceleration, while in the second the mass will be assumed to correspond to that of the Lorentz electron. In 
